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ABSTRACT

1.2

1.

Relative Execution Time

Multiversion databases store both current and historical data. Rows
are typically annotated with timestamps representing the period
when the row is/was valid. We develop novel techniques for reducing index maintenance in multiversion databases, so that indexes can be used effectively for analytical queries over current
data without being a heavy burden on transaction throughput. To
achieve this end, we re-design persistent index data structures in
the storage hierarchy to employ an extra level of indirection. The
indirection level is stored on solid state disks that can support very
fast random I/Os, so that traversing the extra level of indirection
incurs a relatively small overhead.
The extra level of indirection dramatically reduces the number of
magnetic disk I/Os that are needed for index updates, and localizes
maintenance to indexes on updated attributes. Further, we batch insertions within the indirection layer in order to reduce physical disk
I/Os for indexing new records. By reducing the index maintenance
overhead on transactions, we enable operational data stores to create more indexes to support queries. We have developed a prototype of our indirection proposal by extending the widely used Generalized Search Tree (GiST) open-source project, which is also employed in PostgreSQL. Our working implementation demonstrates
that we can significantly reduce index maintenance and/or query
processing cost, by a factor of 3. For insertions of new records, our
novel batching technique can save up to 90% of the insertion time.
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Figure 1: Effect of Adding Indexes in Operational Data Store
ture, the deletion of a record requires the traversal of each index and
the removal of the row-identifier (RID) from the leaf node. The update of a record (changing one attribute value to another) creates a
new version, triggering a traversal of all indexes to change the RIDs
to the new version’s RID. (In the case of the modified attribute, the
position of the record in the index may also change.) For a newly
inserted record, the new RID must be inserted into each index. Indexes may be large, and in aggregate much too large to fit in the
RAM bufferpool. As a result, all of these index maintenance operations will incur the overhead of physical I/O on the storage device.
These overheads have historically been problematic for OLTP
workloads that are update-intensive. As a result, OLTP workloads
are often tuned to minimize the number of indexes available. This
choice makes it more difficult to efficiently process queries and to
locate records based on secondary attributes. These capabilities
are often important for operational data stores [35]. For example,
it is not uncommon to find tens of indexes to improve analytical
and decision-making queries even in TPC benchmarks [20, 19] or
enterprise resource planning (ERP) scenarios [14, 13].
Our goal is to reduce the overhead of index updates, so that indexes can be used effectively for analytical query processing without being a heavy burden on transaction throughput. The query vs.
update dilemma is clearly captured in Figure 1, a preview of our
experimental results. The execution time for analytical queries is
reduced as more indexes are added. However, this reduction comes
at the cost of increasing the update time in the Base approach. In
contrast, by employing our technique (the Indirection approach) the
incurred update cost is significantly smaller.
To address this dilemma, we utilize a solid state storage layer.
Based on current technologies, solid state disks (SSDs) are orders
of magnitude faster than magnetic disks (HDDs) for small random
I/Os. However, per gigabyte, SSDs are more expensive than magnetic disks. It therefore pays to store the bulk of the data on magnetic disk, and reserve the SSD storage for portions of the data that

INTRODUCTION

In a multiversion database system, new records do not physically
replace old ones. Instead, a new version of the record is created,
which becomes visible to other transactions at commit time. Conceptually, there may be many rows for a record, each corresponding
to the state of the database at some point in the past. Very old versions may be garbage-collected as the need for old data diminishes,
in order to reclaim space for new data.
When indexing data, one typically indexes only the most recent
version of the data, since that version is most commonly accessed.
In such a setting, record insertions, deletions and updates trigger
I/O to keep the indexes up to date. With a traditional index strucPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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can benefit the most, typically items that are accessed frequently
and randomly. In this paper we describe a prototype of our Indirection approach based on the widely used Generalized Search
Tree (GiST) package [31, 29], which is also employed in industrialstrength open-source database management systems such as PostgreSQL [6], PostGIS [5], OpenFTS [4], and BioPostgres [1].
Unlike previous approaches [17, 37, 15, 18, 23], we do not propose to simply store “hot” data on SSDs. Instead, we change the
data structures in the storage hierarchy to employ an extra level
of indirection through solid state storage. Because the solid state
memory is fast, the extra time incurred during index traversal is
small, as we demonstrate experimentally. The extra level of indirection dramatically reduces the amount of magnetic disk I/O that
is needed for index updates. Only SSD I/O is needed for deletions
and updates, with the exception of indexes on changed attributes.
We can also reduce the magnetic disk I/O overhead for insertions.
While we describe our techniques in terms of SSDs, we are not limited to a disk-like form factor. In fact, alternative form factors (e.g.,
FusionIO auto-commit memory [27]) with smaller I/O granularities would provide even better performance because our proposed
solid state updates are small.
Another potential advantage of our work – efficient index maintenance of multiversion databases – is to support multiversion concurrency control (MVCC). The MVCC model is reviving [6, 32,
38, 39] mostly due to the increased concurrency available in modern hardware such as large main memories and multicore processors. But this increased concurrency comes at the cost of increased
locking contention among concurrent reads/updates queries, which
could be alleviated using optimistic locking over a multiversion
database.

1.1

A bitemporal database maintains two kinds of temporal information, the system (i.e., transaction) time, as well as the application
time (sometimes called “business time”).
In this work we do not commit to any one of these implementation options, each of which might be a valid choice for some workloads. For any of these choices, our proposed methods will reduce
the I/O burden of index updates. Some of our techniques, such as
the LIDBlock technique (Section 3.1), apply to both versioned and
non-versioned databases.

1.2

Physical Organization

There are several options for the physical organization of a temporal database. A complete discussion of the alternatives is beyond
the scope of this paper. We highlight two options that have been
used in commercial systems, namely, the history table vs. the single table approach.
One organization option appends old versions of records to a history table and only keeps the most recent version in the main table,
updating it in-place. Commercial systems have implemented this
technique: In IBM DB2 it is called “System-period data versioning” [34], and it is used whenever a table employs transaction time
as the temporal attribute. The Oracle Flashback Archive [47] also
uses a history table. Such an organization clusters the history table
by end-time, and does not impose a clustering order on the main table. Updates need to read and write the main table, and also write to
the end of the history table. Because updates to the main table are
in-place,1 an index needs to be updated only when the corresponding attribute value changes. For insertions and deletions, all indexes need to be updated. In short, using the history table approach
(1) the temporal ordering of the data is lost; (2) additional random
I/Os are required to perform in-place updates of records; (3) the
number of database objects (e.g., tables, indexes, and constraints)
are potentially doubled, which increases the overall management
and maintenance cost of database and slows down the query optimization runtime; and (4) less effective query plan is constructed
for certain temporal range queries that are forced to union the history and the main tables instead of using range-partitioned table for
maintaining the single table approach.
In this paper, we assume an organization in which there is a single table containing both current and historical data. Commercial
systems that implement this technique include Oracle 11g where
the concept is called “version-enabled tables” [46]. IBM’s DB2
also uses this approach for tables whose only temporal attribute is
the application time. The single table approach is central to IBM
DB2 with BLU Acceleration as well [3]. New rows are appended
to the table, so that the entire table is clustered by begin-time. Updates need to read the table once and write a new version of the
record to the end of the table.
We focus on applications that primarily use current data, but occasionally need to access older versions of the data. To support
queries over current data, the most recent data may be extensively
indexed. Older data may be less heavily indexed because it is
queried less frequently, and is often more voluminous. Even within
a single table, the system can offer an implementation option in
which only the most recent version of a record appears in an index.

Multiversion Databases

By keeping old data versions, a system can enable queries about
the state of the database at points in the past. The ability to query
the past has a number of important applications [50], for example,
(1) a financial firm requires to retain any changes made to client
information for up to five years in accordance with auditing regulations; (2) a retailer ensures to offer only one discount for each
product at any given time; (3) a bank needs to retroactively correct
an error for miscalculating the promised introductory interest rate.
In addition to these business-specific scenarios, there is an inherent
algorithmic benefit for retaining the old versions of the record and
avoiding in-place, that is, to utilize efficient optimistic locking and
latch-free data structures.
A simple implementation of a multiversion database would store
the row-identifier (RID) of the old version within the row of the
new version, defining a linked list of versions. Such an implementation allows for the easy identification of old versions of each row,
but puts the burden of reconstructing consistent states at particular
times on the application, which would need to keep timing information within each row.
To relieve applications of such burdens, a multiversion database
system can maintain explicit timing information for each row. In
a valid time temporal model [28] each row is associated with an
interval [begin-time,end-time) for which it was/is current. Several
implementation choices exist for such a model. One could store
the begin-time with each new row, and infer the end-time as the
begin-time of the next version. Compared with storing both the
begin-time and end-time explicitly for each row, this choice saves
space and also saves some write I/O to update the old version. On
the other hand, queries over historical versions are more complex
because they need to consult more rows to reconstruct validity intervals.

2.

BASIC INDIRECTION STRUCTURE

Traditional index structures directly reference a record via a pointer
known as a physical row-identifier (RID). The RID usually encodes
1
If one wanted to cluster the main table by a temporal attribute
to improve temporal locality, then updates would not be in-place
and additional indexes would need to be updated. Our proposed
solution would reduce the burden of such index updates.
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LID: Logical Identifier

a combination of the database partition identifier, the page number
within the partition, and the row number within the page. A RID
index over current HDD-resident data is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Traditional RID index structure
The choice of a physical identifier hinders the update performance of a multiversion database in which updates result in a new
physical location for the updated record. Changes to the record induce I/O for every index, even indexes on “unaffected” attributes,
i.e., attributes that have not changed. Random I/Os are required to
modify HDD-resident leaf pages.
To avoid HDD I/O for indexes on unaffected attributes, we decouple the physical and logical representations of records spanning
many versions. We distinguish between a physical row-identifier
(RID) and a logical record identifier (LID). For any given record,
there may be many RIDs for that record corresponding to the physical placement of all of the versions of that record. In contrast, the
LID is a reference to the RID representing the most recent version
of the record. For now, one can think of a table LtoR(LID,RID) that
has LID as the primary key. Indexes now contain LIDs rather than
RIDs in their leaves.
Under our proposed Indirection technique, an index traversal must
convert a LID to a RID using the LtoR table. A missing LID, or
a LID with a NULL RID in the LtoR table are treated as deleted
rows, and are ignored during search. By placing the LtoR table on
an SSD, we ensure that the I/O overhead for the extra indirection
is relatively small.2 Because the SSD is persistent, index structures can be recovered after a crash. Because we need only a few
SSD bytes per record, it is possible to handle a large magnetic disk
footprint with a much smaller solid state footprint. The new index
design is demonstrated in Figure 3.
When an existing record is modified, a new version of that record
is created. The LtoR table is updated to associate the new row’s
RID to the existing LID. That way, indexes on unchanged attributes
remain valid. Only for the changed attribute value will index I/O
be required for the indirection layer.
When a record is deleted, the (LID,RID) pair for this record in
the LtoR table is deleted. Index traversals ignore missing LIDs. Indexes can lazily update their leaves during traversal, when a read
I/O is performed anyway. At that time, any missing LIDs encountered lead to the removal of those LIDs from the index leaf page.
After a long period of activity, indexes should be validated offline against the LtoR table to remove deleted LIDs that have subsequently never been searched for.
When a new record is added, the new record is appended to the
tail of the relation and its RID is fetched and associated to a new
LID. The (LID, RID) pair for the new record is added to the LtoR

LID Index

Figure 3: LID index using the indirection technique
table. All indexes are also updated with the new record LID accordingly. In Section 3, we discuss how to further improve record
insertion and deletion.

3.

ENHANCING INSERTIONS

We now develop techniques for improving the index performance
of insertion. We define a batching structure called a LIDBlock, and
employ yet another level of indirection.

3.1

LIDBlocks

To reduce the index overhead for insertions, we propose an SSDresident auxiliary LIDBlock structure containing a fixed number of
LIDs. The LIDs in a LIDBlock may be NULL, or may be valid
LIDs from the LtoR table. References to a LIDBlock are mapped
to multiple LIDs through this extra level of indirection. Figure 4
shows the extended structure with LIDBlocks.
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Figure 4: Indirection Technique with LIDBlock

2
Frequently accessed LIDs would naturally be cached in RAM by
the database bufferpool manager, further reducing the overhead.

The arrow from index leaf pages to LIDBlocks in Figure 4 could
be implemented by keeping a block identifier (BID) within the leaf
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page. The disadvantage of such a choice is that the leaf node of the
index needs to be read from magnetic disk to locate the BID, requiring extra HDD I/O. Instead, we propose to store LIDBlocks within
hash tables on the SSD. In the following sections, we describe more
precisely how index pages refer to and traverse LIDBlocks.

3.2

The Dense Index Case

Consider first the case of a dense index, i.e., a secondary index
where there are many records (more than a leaf-node’s worth) for
each attribute value. For such indexes, we keep a list of LIDs for
each value as before. In addition, we store a collection of LIDBlocks
on the SSD in a hash table, hashed by the attribute value. Initially,
each indexed value has a LIDBlock whose LIDs are all NULL.
When a new record is inserted, we need to modify the indexes to
reflect the insertion. Suppose that the value of an indexed attribute
is v, and that the index is dense. A LID is created for the record, and
a suitable (LID,RID) pair is added to the LtoR table. The LIDBlock
B for v is identified by accessing the hash table of LIDBlocks on
the SSD. If there are unused (NULL) slots in B, one of the slots is
overwritten with the LID of the new record. If there are no unused
slots, then all LIDS in B and the LID of the new record are moved
in bulk into the LID list in the index, amortizing the I/O cost.3
In this model, index traversal is slightly more complex: all the
non-NULL LIDs in the LIDBlock for a value also need to be treated
as matches. Deletions and attribute value updates may also need to
traverse and modify a LIDBlock. There is some additional I/O, but
only on solid state storage.

In this way, LIDBlocks also improve the I/O behavior of updates
to indexes on changed attributes. In the original scheme, HDDresident index leaf pages appropriate to the new attribute value
needed to be updated with the LID of the updated record. In the enhanced scheme, writes are needed only on SSD-resident LIDBlocks
most of the time. Magnetic disk writes are amortized over the number of records per LIDBlock.

4.

EXTENDED EXAMPLE

In this section, we provide a detailed example to further illustrate
the core of our Indirection proposal and motivate the analysis in
Section 5.
Consider a table R(A, B, C, D) with B-tree indexes on all four
attributes. A is the primary key, and is, therefore, sparse. B is also
sparse, while C and D are dense. R is stored on disk in a versioned
fashion. For each row we show the RID of the previous version
(if any) of the row; the previous-RID may or may not be explicitly
stored. Suppose that at a certain point in time, the extension of R
includes the rows given below. A flag indicating whether the row
has been deleted is also included.
RID
345
367
369
501

A
100
120
130
100

B
3732
4728
2351
3732

C
3
3
2
2

D
5
6
5
5

Prev-RID
123
NULL
NULL
345

Deleted
0
0
0
0

Suppose the LtoR table for R is given by

3.3

The Sparse Index Case

When there are few matches per index value, the organization
above would need a very large number of LIDBlocks, most of which
would be underutilized. Instead, for sparse indexes we maintain a
single LIDBlock for an entire leaf node of the index. Rather than
using a hash table hashed by attribute value, we use a hash table
hashed by the address of the index leaf page. This address can be
obtained using a partial traversal of the index, without accessing
the leaf node itself. Since the internal nodes of a tree index occupy
much less space than the leaf nodes, they are much more likely to
be resident in the main memory bufferpool.
Searches have some additional overhead, because the shared LIDBlock would need to be consulted even for records that may not
match the search condition. There would also be overhead during
node splits and merges to maintain the LIDBlock structure.
The overhead of LIDBlocks on searches may be high for sparse
indexes. For example, a unique index search would previously only
have to look up one main file record. With a LIDBlock for a given
key range, a search may need to read b of them, where b is the
LIDBlock capacity. This example suggests an optimization: store
both the LID and the key in the LIDBlock for sparse indexes. This
optimization reduces the capacity of LIDBlocks, but significantly
improves the magnetic disk I/O for narrow searches.

3.4

Revisiting Deletions and Updates

LID
10
11
13

Indexes use LIDs (e.g., 10, 11, 13) rather than RIDs to refer to
rows, and only the most recent version is indexed. Given the above
database, the immediate and deferred changes to the database in
response to various update requests are described below. The I/O
needed is summarized in square brackets (log I/O and I/O for index
node splits/merges are ignored). Our I/O estimates assume that all
internal index nodes are resident in the RAM bufferpool, and that
all leaf nodes require I/O. These estimates also assume that all accesses to SSD-resident structures require I/O.4 The estimates also
assume direct access to a page given the LID, as might be supported
by a hash table. We assume that LIDBlocks contain b LIDs, and that
for sparse indexes we are storing both the key and the LID in the
LIDBlock. We now describe precisely each key operation, breaking down its steps into immediate and deferred actions. Immediate
actions must be completed within the operation itself. Deferred actions are those that can happen later, such as when an operation
causes a page to become dirty in the bufferpool but the actual I/O
write comes later.
Update. We update the row with key 100 such that attribute D
is changed from 5 to 6. The immediate actions are

With LIDBlocks, it is now possible that an update or deletion occurs to a record whose LID is in a LIDBlock rather than the LID list.
For deletions, one can simply set the LID to NULL in the LIDBlock.
For updates that change the position of the record in the index, one
needs to nullify the LID in the previous LIDBlock or LID-list, and
insert it into the new LIDBlock.

• The LID of the row in question (i.e., 13) is identified using
the index on A [1 HDD read].
• The entry (13, 501) in the LtoR mapping is read [1 SSD
read].
• The row with RID 501 is read [1 HDD read].

3

One can shift the burden of LIDBlock flushing outside of running
transactions by triggering an asychronous flush once a LIDBlock
becomes full (or nearly full), rather than waiting until it overflows.

RID
367
369
501

4

This might be too pessimistic, particularly for LIDBlocks that
could be small enough to be cached in RAM.
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• A new version of the record is created at the tail of R with a
new value for D and a new RID (suppose 601).

• In the event that a LIDBlock fills (one time in b insertions),
we need to convert all LIDs in the LIDBlock into regular index LIDs, and reset the LIDBlock to an empty state [4/b SSD
writes, 3/b HDD reads (the leaf in the index on A has already
been read), 4/b HDD writes].

• An index traversal for key 5 is initiated on attribute D. If
LID 13 is present in the corresponding leaf, it is deleted; otherwise, LID 13 is located in the LIDBlock for key 5 and is
removed from the LIDBlock. [1 HDD read, possibly 1 SSD
read]

Deletion. Now suppose deleting the row with key 100, which
results in the following immediate actions:
• The LID of the row in question (i.e., 13) is identified using
the index on A [1 HD read, possibly 1 SSD read].

• A partial index traversal for key 6 is initiated on attribute D,
and LID 13 is inserted into the corresponding LIDBlock [1
SSD read].

• The pair (13, 501) in the LtoR table is located [1 SSD read].
• The row with RID 501 is read and the deleted flag is set to 1
[1 HDD read].

The required deferred actions are summarized as follows.
• The data page containing the row with RID 601 is dirty and
will need to be flushed to the HDD. [1 HDD write amortized
over all modifications to the page5 ].

• LID 13 is removed from the leaf node of the index on A.
The deferred actions for deleting row with key 100 are
• The data page containing the row with RID 501 is dirty and
will need to be flushed to the disk. [1 HDD write, amortized
over all modifications to the page].

• The entry (13, 501) in the LtoR mapping is changed to (13, 601)
[1 SSD write].
• The index page containing the key 5 will be dirty if LID 13
was in the leaf. The dirty page will need to be flushed to the
HDD [1 HDD write, amortized over all modifications to the
page]. If LID 13 was in the LIDBlock for key 5 then the dirty
LIDBlock will need to be flushed to the SSD [1 SSD write].

• The pair (13, 501) in the LtoR table is dropped [1 SSD write].
• The index leaf page for A containing the key 100 is dirty and
will need to be flushed to the HDD [1 HDD write amortized
over all modifications to the page].
• Whenever one of the other indexes is traversed and LID 13
is reached, LID 13 will be removed from the corresponding
LID list [1 extra HDD write to modify the leaf, amortized
over all modifications to the page].

• The LIDBlock for key 6 is dirty and will need to be flushed to
the SSD [1 SSD write].
Insertion. Consider the insertion of a new record (140, 9278, 2, 6).
The resulting immediate actions are:
• The absence of a previous version of the row is verified using
the index on A, including the LIDBlock [1 HDD read, 1 SSD
read].

Search. Suppose that the search returns m matches that all fit in
one index leaf page of a sparse index. Since no write is involved,
the search consists of only immediate actions:
• Traverse the index [1 HDD read].
• Read the LIDBlock for the leaf node [1 SSD read].

• A new row is created at the tail of R, with a new RID (suppose 654). The previous-RID field is NULL.

• Map LIDs to RIDs [m SSD reads].
• Read all matching records [m HDD reads (assuming an unclustered table)].

• A new LID (suppose 15) is allocated.
• For the two dense indexes on C and D, the LIDBlocks for
keys 2 and 6 (respectively) are identified, and LID 15 is inserted into each [2 SSD reads].
• For the two sparse indexes on A and B, the LIDBlocks for
keys 140 and 9278 (respectively) are identified using partial
index traversals, and LID 15 is inserted (paired with the key)
into each [2 SSD reads].
The deferred actions are as follows.
• The data page containing the row with RID 654 is dirty and
will need to be flushed to the HDD [1 HDD write, amortized
over all modifications to the page].
• The entry (15, 654) is inserted into the LtoR mapping [1 SSD
read, 1 SSD write].
• The LIDBlocks for each of the four indexes are dirty, and need
to be flushed [4 SSD writes].
5

Amortization is expected to be high on the tail of a table.

5.

ANALYSIS

We analyze the performance of the Indirection method according to three criteria: (a) time for core operations; (b) SSD space
requirements; (c) SSD wear-out thresholds.

5.1

Time Complexity

Table 4 summarizes the I/O complexity of the Base and Indirection methods. Most I/Os are random, meaning that SSD I/Os are
much faster than HDD I/Os, by about two orders of magnitude on
current devices. It is therefore worth investing a few extra SSD
I/Os to save even one HDD I/O. Note that these estimates are pessimistic in that they assume that none of the SSD-resident data is
cached in RAM. If commonly and/or recently accessed data was
cached in RAM, many SSD read I/Os could be avoided, and many
SSD writes could be combined into fewer I/Os.
The most striking observation is that with a small increase in
SSD I/Os the costs of updates, insertions, and deletions are substantially reduced, while the cost of searches increases only slightly.
With the Indirection technique, the immediate HDD cost is independent of the number of indexes.
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Technique
Base

Indirection

Type
Single-attr. update
Insertion
Deletion
Search Uniq.
Search Mult.
Single-attr. update
Insertion
Deletion
Search Uniq.
Search Mult.

Immediate SSD
0
0
0
0
0
2
1+k
1
2
dm/Ie + m

Deferred SSD
0
0
0
0
0
2
2 + k + k/b
1
0
0

Immediate HDD
3+k
1+k
2+k
2
dm/Ie + m
3
1
2
2
dm/Ie + m

Deferred HDD
≤2+k
≤1+k
≤1+k
0
0
≤2
≤ 1 + (2k − 1)/b
≤1+k
0
0

Table 1: Base vs. Indirection technique analysis. For single-attribute updates and deletions, we show the case where the LID was
initially in the leaf rather than the LIDBlock. n is the number of attributes, k is the number of B-tree indexes, m is the number of
results returned by a search, and I is the number of keys in an index leaf node.

5.2

SSD Space Complexity

We now estimate the space needed on the SSD for the LtoR table
and the LIDBlocks. If N is the number of latest-version records
in a table, then we need N (LID,RID) pairs in the LtoR table. In
a typical scenario, table records may be 150 bytes wide, with 8
byte LIDs and 8 byte RIDs. Assuming a fudge-factor of 1.2 for
representing a hash table, the LtoR table would constitute roughly
13% of the size of the current data in the main table.
We now consider the space consumption of LIDBlocks for sparse
indexes; dense indexes would take less space. The number of LIDBlocks for a single sparse index is equal to the number of leaves
in the index. With an 8 byte key, an 8 byte LID, an 8KB HDD
page size and a 2/3 occupancy factor, a leaf can represent about
340 records. A LIDBlock contains b (LID,key) pairs, leading to a
total space consumption of 16bN × 1.2/340 bytes per index. Even
a small value of b, say 16, is sufficiently large to effectively amortize insertions. At this value of b, the LIDBlocks for a single index
constitute less than 1% of the size of the current data in the main
table.
Thus, even with 7 indexes per table, the SSD space required in
a typical scenario is only about 20% of the HDD space required
for the current data. Taking the historical data into account, the
relative usage of SSD space would be even lower. Given that SSDs
are more expensive per byte than HDDs, it is reassuring that a wellprovisioned system would need much less SSD capacity than HDD
capacity.

5.3

SSD Life-Expectancy

SSDs based on enterprise-grade SLC flash memory are rated for
about 105 erase cycles before a page wears out [40]. SSDs based
on phase-change memory are rated for even higher rates. SSDs internally implement wear-leveling algorithms that spread the load
among all physical pages, so that no individual page wears out
early.
In flash-based SSDs there is a write-amplification phenomenon
in which internal movement of data to generate new erase units
adds to the application write workload. This amplification factor
has been estimated at about 2 for common scenarios [25].
To estimate the wear-out threshold, suppose that the Indirection
method uses an SSD page size of 512 bytes. Then a device6 with a
capacity of 8×107 KB can tolerate 8×1012 writes before wear-out,
assuming a write-amplification of 2 and 105 erases per page.
Our most write-intensive operation is insertion, with about 1 + k
SSD writes per insertion when there are k indexes.7 Assuming nine
indexes, and ten insertions per transaction, we would need 100 SSD
writes per transaction. Even running continuously at the high rate

of 800 transactions/second, the device would last more than three
years.

6.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We present a comprehensive evaluation of our Indirection prototype based on the Generalized Search Tree (GiST) index package [31, 29]. Additionally, we provide complimentary kinds of
evidence using DB2 [2] in two ways to further support the results
demonstrated using our prototype. Since we are targeting operational data stores with both transactions and analytic queries, we
base our evaluation on the TPC-H benchmark [54].
First, in Section 6.2 we try to answer the question “How would
the performance of a state-of-the-art database change if it were to
use our methods?” We employ the commercial database system
DB2, but other database systems would have been equally good
choices. Given a workload W , we construct a rewritten workload
W 0 for the DB2 engine that simulates the I/O behavior of our technique for W . While the workload W 0 is not identical to W , we
argue that the performance of DB2 on W 0 provides a conservative
estimate of the performance of W on a (hypothetical) version of
DB2 that implements the Indirection technique.
Second, in Section 6.3, we evaluate our Indirection technique by
implementing it within the popular GiST index package [31, 29].
The GiST package have successfully been deployed into a number of well-known open-source projects including PostgreSQL [6],
PostGIS [5], OpenFTS [4], BioPostgres [1], and YAGO2 [7]. All
aspects of the method (insertions, deletions, modifications) have
been implemented; we refer to the resulting prototype as LIBGiSTmv .
We profile the I/O behavior of LIBGiSTmv , and create a detailed
I/O and execution cost model for the Indirection technique.
Finally, in Section 6.4, we shift our focus to TPC-H style analytical query processing that is geared towards an operational data
store. We provide evidence for the key tenet of this work, namely,
reducing the burden of index maintenance means that the system
can afford more indexes, which in turn improves the performance
of analytical query processing.

6.1

Platform

Experiments were run on two machines. The first machine, dedicated to our DB2 experiments, was running Fedora 8 and was
equipped with a Quad-core Intel Xeon CPU E5345 running at 2.33
GHz, having 4GB of RAM, three magnetic disks (7200 RPM SATA),
and one 80GB Single Level Cell (SLC) FusionIO solid state drive.8
The configuration of our second machine running Ubuntu 10.4,
used exclusively for our LIBGiSTmv experiments, was a 6-core Intel Xeon X5650 CPU running at 2.67GHz, having 32GB of RAM,

6

Device characteristics are based on an 80GB FusionIO device.
Again, this estimate is pessimistic because it assumes no RAM
caching of SSD pages.
7

8
Our SLC FusionIO can support up to 88,000 I/O operations per
second at 50µs latency.
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Query

Base

Indirection

SELECT *
FROM LINEITEM L
WHERE ?

SELECT *
FROM LINEITEM L, LtoR M
WHERE ? AND
L.LID = M.LID
SELECT *
FROM LINEITEM L, LtoR M
WHERE ? AND
L.LID = M.LID
INSERT
INTO LINEITEM
VALUES (?,· · · ,?)
UPDATE LtoR
SET RID = ?
WHERE LID = ?

SELECT *
FROM LINEITEM L
WHERE ?

Update

INSERT
INTO LINEITEM
VALUES (?,· · · ,?)

Table 2: Query re-writing to capture indirection mechanism
one magnetic disk (7200 RPM SATA), and one 80GB SLC FusionIO solid state drive.9
In our experiments, we used IBM DB2 version 9.7 [2]. We configured DB2 with adequate bufferpool size (warmed up prior to
starting the experiments) to achieve an average 90% hit ratio on
both data and index pages. For the DB2 experiments, we generate
a TPC-H database [54] with scale factor 20. File system caching
was disabled in all experiments.
For LIBGiSTmv , we extended LIBGiST v.1.0 to a multiversion
generalized search tree C++ library that supports our Indirection
techniques including LIDBlocks.

6.2

DB2 Query Re-writing Experiments

The goal of the query re-writing experiment is to study the I/O
pattern for both the unmodified DB2 system (“Base”) and the Indirection approach. To evaluate Base for a query Q we simply run
Q in the original schema S. To evaluate Indirection we rewrite Q
into another query Q0 . Q0 is run in a schema S 0 containing an explicit LtoR table representing the LID-to-RID mapping. Ideally,
the LtoR table is physically located on the SSD device; we empirically examine the impact of the location below. In S 0 , base tables
are augmented with an additional LID column, where the value
of LID is generated randomly. In S we build as many indexes as
desired on the base tables. In S 0 we build a single index on the
attribute selected in the query, typically the primary key of the base
table.

6.2.1

Rewriting Queries

For queries, the rewriting simply adds the LtoR table to the
FROM clause, with a LID equijoin condition in the WHERE clause.
An example template of our query re-writing that simulates the indirection mechanism is shown in Table 2. The queries are written
over TPC-H LINEITEM table and the indirection table, denoted by
LtoR.
To see why the performance of Q0 is a conservative estimate of
the cost of the indirection technique, consider two cases for the
query in Table 2. In the first case, some selection condition on
an indexed attribute (or combination of conditions) is sufficiently
selective that an access plan based on an index lookup is used.
This case includes a point query specified as an equality condition
on a key attribute. The Base plan for Q would include an index
traversal and a RID-based lookup in the LINEITEM table. For Q0 ,
we will also have an index traversal and a RID-based lookup of
9
While the FusionIO devices are high-end devices that are relatively expensive, we remark that recent SSDs such as the Intel 520
series can store about 500GB, cost about $500, and can support
50,000 I/O operations per second at 85µs latency, more than sufficient for the workloads described here.

LINEITEM, together with a LID-based lookup of the LtoR table.
This is precisely the I/O pattern of the Indirection technique.
In the second case, the selection conditions are not very selective. In such a case, the system is likely to scan the base table in
answering Q.10 To answer Q0 in such a case requires a join of
LINEITEM and LtoR in order to make sure that we only process
the most recent versions of each record. This may actually an overestimate of the cost needed by the Indirection technique, because
the Indirection technique can also employ a scan without consulting
the LtoR table.

6.2.2

Rewriting Updates

For updates, an extra UPDATE statement is added to keep the
LtoR table current, as illustrated in Table 2. Since we are simulating a multiversion database, the Base method inserts a new row
rather than updating an existing row. While the Base method pays
the cost of inserting the new row into each index, we are slightly
favoring the Base method by ignoring the cost of deleting the old
row from the indexes. Depending on the implementation technique
used for temporal attributes (Section 1.1) there may be additional
I/O required to update the temporal attributes of the old row, but we
ignore such I/O here.
For updates in which a single attribute value is modified, the
Indirection method incurs just one index update and one update to
the LtoR table. At first it may seem like there is more work done by
the Indirection method simulation for the updates of Table 2, since
the INSERT statements are the same and the Indirection method
has an extra UPDATE statement. This impression is true only for
the case in which there is one base table index in the base schema
S. As soon as there are multiple indexes on base tables in S, the
cost of the INSERT statement for the Base method exceeds that of
the corresponding INSERT in the Indirection method because more
indexes need to be updated.
Our profiling of update statements can easily be extended to
delete statements, but we omit such profiling because the performance profile would be similar to that for updates. On the other
hand, our rewriting does not model the LIDBlock technique, and
thus cannot fully capture its performance advantages for insertions.
The benefits of the LIDBlock technique will be evaluated in Section 6.3.

6.2.3

Results

All DB2 measurements are averages over 5 million randomly
chosen queries/updates with the exception of our selectivity exper10

We do not include old versions of records for these experiments;
in a true multiversion database the base tables would contain some
old record versions that would need to be filtered out during the
scan, using the valid time attributes.
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iments and analytical queries, in which fewer operations were performed to complete the experiments in a reasonable time.
Effect of Indexes on Execution Time. Our first result confirms
that adding the extra indirection layer has negligible overhead for
query processing as shown in Figure 5. For this experiment, queries
are point queries that are accessed by specifying the value of the
primary key attribute. The query overhead is negligible because
the indirection mapping from LID-to-RID requires only a single
additional random SSD I/O, a delay that is orders of magnitude
faster than the necessary random magnetic disk I/O for retrieving
data pages holding entire records. Figure 5 also shows that the update execution time for the Base technique increases dramatically
as the number of indexes is increased. With 16 indexes, Indirection
outperforms Base by a factor of 3.6.
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Digging deeper into the bufferpool behavior of DB2 also reveals
that with a modest number of SSD page writes, the number of magnetic disk index writes are substantially reduced, as shown in Figure 6. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of Indirection in
reducing the index maintenance cost for multiversion databases.
Effect of Query Selectivity and Index Clustering. Consider a
range query over a single indexed attribute in the LINEITEM table.
By varying the width of the range, we can vary the query selectivity.11 Figure 7 shows the results for various selectivities, where the
indexed attribute is the key of the LINEITEM table by which the table is clustered. On average the query overhead (for consulting the

LtoR table) remains under 20% as query selectivity varied. There
is a sudden jump at around 0.22% selectivity, but a closer examination of the DB2 query plans reveals that the sudden increase in
execution time is attributable to the optimizer incorrectly switching
from a nested-loops to a merge-sort join plan.12
The 20% overhead, while still small, is higher than the negligible
overhead seen for point queries in Figure 5. We also observed that
as the index clustering ratio decreases, the query processing gap between Indirection and Base decreases. For example, for the lowest
clustering ratio index of the LINEITEM table (on the SUPPKEY
attribute), the overhead drops to only 4% on average. These differences can be understood as a consequence of caching. With a
high clustering ratio, one base table disk page I/O will be able to
satisfy many access requests, meaning that each magnetic disk I/O
is amortized over many records. On the other hand, every record
will contribute an SSD I/O for the LtoR table since that table is
not suitably clustered. For point queries and queries over an unclustered index, the ratio of SSD I/O operations to magnetic disk
I/Os will be close to 1.
Indirection Mapping Implementation. Finally, we illustrate
that the indirection random read/write access pattern is ideal for
SSDs and not for magnetic disks. We tried two different implementations of the LID-to-RID mapping using either a DB2 rangeclustered table (RCT) or a traditional B-Tree index hosted on either
SSDs or HDDs. As shown in Figure 8, when an SSD is used, the

11

The starting value of the range in our range queries are chosen
randomly.

12
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This behavior can be avoided if optimizer hints are provided.
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overall query and update cost is 1.9X and 2.7X lower, respectively,
than on an HDD.

6.3

GiST Implementation

Our LIBGiSTmv codebase directly implements all aspects of our
proposed approach, including the LIDBlock technique. We employ
LIBGiSTmv as the basis for a systematic performance study in a
controlled environment. All HDD and SSD reads and writes used
Direct I/O to avoid extra copying of operating-system buffers. No
bufferpool space was allocated for the indirection table, so requests
to the indirection table always incur SSD I/Os.
In our prototype, we also extended the LIBGiST bufferpool in
order to test a variety of memory configurations. We further enhanced the LIBGiST library to collect statistics on index operations, file operations, and a detailed bufferpool snapshots. All prototype experiments used the TPC-H schema with scale factor 1, and
the workload consisted of random point queries and random insert
and update queries (conceptually similar to the workload presented
in Section6.2). We focus on the I/O profile of index traversals
and updates as encountered by queries, updates, and insertions. All
results are averaged over 105 random queries/updates/insertions.
Comparison of Average Execution Time. We first isolate the
query, update, and insert execution times for a single index with a
small bufferpool size, enough pages to pin the root of the index and
all pages in one path from the root to a leaf. Figure 9 shows that
the insert and query times are virtually the same due to the negligible overhead introduced by the additional SSD read and write
I/O operations. The “Update” column for the Indirection method in

Figure 9 reflects a traversal of the index to locate the prior version
of the record, plus an update of the SSD-resident LID-to-RID mapping. The base method is more expensive because it has to perform
additional writes to the magnetic disk.
Multiple Indexes. The update time shown in Figure 9 does not
capture the true benefit of the Indirection method when there are
multiple indexes. In such a case, the Indirection method needs to
traverse only one index, and update one LID-to-RID mapping.13
In contrast, the base method needs to traverse and update HDDresident pages for every index. Figure 10 shows that the performance improvement approaches 20X as the number of indexes increases from 1 to 16.
Varying the Bufferpool Size. We consider five categories of
bufferpool sizes large enough to hold: (1) only few pages (small),
(2) all index non-leaf pages, (3) the entire index, (4) the entire index and all data pages, or (5) everything including the index, data,
and LtoR table. These sizes reflect possible use cases where the
system has memory ranging from very small to very large. We explored an update workload under these five settings when having
one (Figure 11(a)) or sixteen (Figure 11(b)) indexes on unaffected
attributes. Note the logarithmic vertical scale.
In Figure 11(a), only when both the index and data pages are
memory-resident, but the LtoR table is not, does the Indirection
method perform poorly compared to the Base approach. This is
not surprising, because even a fast SSD I/O is slower than access
13

If an indexed attribute is updated, then extra I/O is needed for that
index to relocate the index entry. Indexes that are neither traversed
nor updated in the Indirection method are said to be “unaffected.”
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to RAM. When an update operation results in some HDD I/O (either due to updating leaf pages or data pages), then Indirection is
superior by up to 2X. When everything including the LID-to-RID
mapping table is memory-resident, then Indirection continues to be
superior because it does not touch most of the indexes.
Again, the true benefit of the Indirection technique surfaces as
we increase the number of indexes. For example, when scaling the
number of indexes to sixteen in Figure 11(b), Indirection typically
wins by an order of magnitude. These experiments demonstrate
that the Indirection technique provides significant benefits even if
large portions of the database are memory-resident.
Varying the LIDBlock Size. So far our focus has been on improving index maintenance involving updates. We now demonstrate the power of our LIDBlock approach for insertions. In Figure 12, we vary the capacity of LIDBlock from no LIDs to 256 LIDs
for the non-unique index defined on the suppkey attribute of the
lineitem table. When increasing the LIDBlock size to around 32
LIDs, we observed that the insertion cost is significantly reduced
by up to 15.2X. This improvement is due to the amortization of
a random leaf page update over many insertions, e.g., a LIDBlock
size of 32 results in batching and flushing to the disk once every 32
insertions on average.
We can demonstrate a similar benefit with a non-unique index
having many more duplicate entries, such as an index on the quantity attribute of the lineitem table, having 50 distinct values and
0.2M records per value. It is beneficial to allow larger LIDBlock
sizes as shown in Figure 13, in which the insertion execution time
is reduced by up to 4.9X. Unlike the previous case, the main reason
for the speedup is not simple amortization of insertions; since there
are so few key values the tree structure of the index is shallow and
its traversal is already cheap due to caching. Instead, the speedup is
due to having batches large enough to be resolved with one or two
I/Os to update the LID lists for a key.

6.4

DB2 Operational Data Store Experiments

In this section, we study the effects of adding indexes in the context of an operational data store, in which small-scale analytical
query processing is competing with transactional throughput. Our
query workload is based on prior work [17] that modifies TPCH queries so that they each touch less data. For our index workload, we rely on the DB2 Index Advisor recommendation given
our query workloads defined over the entire TPC-H schema.
We first consider only the primary key indexes of the TPC-H relations. Subsequently, we add the remaining indexes recommended
by DB2 Advisor one at a time, starting from the most to least
beneficial index. After each round of index addition, we re-run
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Figure 14: Effects of adding indexes on query/update time
our query workload. Likewise, after adding each index, we compute the update cost for a uniformly generated update workload, in
which each non-primary-key attribute has an equal chance of being
updated. The update cost is a normalized average execution time
of updating indexes on DB2 and our on LIBGiSTmv with bufferpool size set to either small and non-leaf pages. The results are
summarized in Figures 14 and 15.
Our first observation is that analytical query time is substantially
reduced (by a factor of 3) as we add more indexes recommended
by DB2 Advisor. More importantly, we observe that the additional
indexes are more “affordable” for updates because our Indirection
technique reduces the index maintenance overhead. In the base
configuration, the index maintenance overhead increases linearly
as more indexes are added, reducing transaction throughput. Our
Indirection technique reduces the update cost by more than 40%.
Figure 15 shows a two dimensional plot of relative query time
q versus relative update time u. On both axes, smaller is better.
Each index configuration determines a point (u, q) on this graph,
and one can choose a suitable configuration to achieve a desired
query/update trade-off. In Figure 15, the Indirection technique dominates14 the Base method. This is a key result: The Indirection technique makes indexes more affordable, leading to lower query and
update times.
To understand the importance of Figure 15 consider the following scenarios.
1. A DBA has an update-time budget of 0.6 units, and within
that budget wants to optimize query processing time. According to Figure 15, the Indirection technique can achieve
query performance of about 0.32 units under such conditions, while the Base method can achieve only 1.0 units,
three times worse.
14
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2. A DBA has a query-time budget of 0.5 units, and within that
budget wants to optimize update-time. The Indirection technique can achieve update performance of about 0.5 units under such conditions, while the Base method can achieve only
0.7 units, 40% worse.
3. A DBA wants to minimize the sum of update-time and querytime. The Indirection method can achieve a sum of about 0.87
at (0.55,0.32), whereas the best configuration in the Base
method is 1.15 at (0.75,0.4), 32% worse.

7.

RELATED WORK

There has been extensive work on storing high value data on
SSDs. Some of these studies target the problem of data placement
in relational databases to take better advantage of the SSD characteristics. In [17] database objects are either placed on HDDs or
SSDs based on workload characteristics. As opposed to using SSDs
and HDDs at the same level in the storage hierarchy, SSDs are also
used as a second layer cache between main memory and HDDs [37,
15, 18, 23].
The use of an SSD cache with a write-back policy would not
solve our problem as effectively as the Indirection technique. One
would need space to hold entire indexes if one wants to avoid HDD
index I/O for random updates and insertions. In contrast, our method
avoids HDD I/O with a much smaller SSD footprint. The Indirection technique and SSD caching of HDD pages are complementary, and can be used in tandem. In fact, using Indirection improves
the cache behaviour by avoiding reading/writing unnecessary pages
(i.e., it avoids polluting the cache).
Adding a level of indirection is a commonly used programming
technique relevant to a variety of systems problems [10]. The kind
of indirection we propose in this paper is used in log-structured
file systems [48, 33] and database indexing [39] but only at page
granularity. We use indirection at record granularity. Furthermore,
in [39], a latch-free B-Tree structure, called Bw-Tree, is proposed
that virtualizes the concept of the page through page-level indirection (unlike our record-level indirection). But, more importantly,
our Indirection technique is index-agnostic (not tuned for any particular index such as B-Tree) and addresses the general problem of index maintenance in multiversion databases, that is, to avoid updating indexes on unaffected attributes. Therefore, our approach could
reduce the index maintenance of Bw-Tree as well. Another fundamental difference between our philosophy and Bw-Tree is that we
consider de-coupling of the data from the index (in order to simplify the support of secondary indexes on the data), while Bw-Tree
assumes a tight coupling of the index and data (i.e., storing the data
as part of the index), essentially Bw-Tree is intended as an atomic
record store similar to key-value stores [39].

The log-structured storage is also exploited in database management systems [55, 45, 41, 51], but no indirection layer is used; thus,
the common merging and compaction operations in log-structured
storage result in expensive rebuilding of all indexes. By employing
our Indirection technique this index rebuilding can be avoided.
Page-level indirection tables are also used to improve the lifespan of SSDs. In [21], a system called CAFTL is proposed to eliminate duplicate writes on SSDs. By keeping a mapping table of
blocks the redundant block writes on SSDs are eliminated.
In [56], Wu et al. proposes a software layer called BFTL to store
B-tree indexes on flash devices efficiently. IUD operations cause
significant byte-wise operations for B-tree reorganization. The proposed layer reduces the performance overhead of these updates on
the flash device by aggregating the updates on a particular page.
In [24], Dou et al. propose specialized index structures and algorithms that support querying of historical data in flash-equipped
sensor devices. Since the sensor devices have limited memory capacity (SRAM) and the underlying flash devices have certain limitations, there are challenges in maintaining and querying indexes.
The deferral of index I/Os is used in several recent papers on improving index performance [14, 44, 8]. In those papers, changes
are accumulated at intermediate nodes, and propagated to children
in batches. Searches need to examine buffers for keys that match.
This line of work is complementary but similar to our LIDBlock
method in that both techniques buffer insertions to amortize physical I/O.
SSDs are used to support online updates in data warehouses [11].
Incoming updates are first cached in SSDs and later merged with
the older records on HDDs to answer queries. In [11], data records
are accessed primarily through table scans rather than indexes.
Many specialized indexes for versioned and temporal data have
been proposed. A comprehensive survey of temporal indexing methods is provided in [49]. Tree based indexes on temporal data include the multiversion B-tree [12], Interval B-tree [9], Interval B+tree [16], TP-Index [52], Append-only Tree [30] and Monotonic
B+tree [26]. Efficiently indexing data with branched evolution is
discussed by Jouni et al. [36], who build efficient structures to run
queries on both current and historical data.
Specialized transaction time database systems such as Immortal
DB [42, 43] provide high performance for temporal applications.
Lomet et al. [43] describe how a temporal indexing technique, the
TSB-tree, is integrated into SQL Server. The paper also describes
an efficient page layout for multiversion databases.

8.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The multiversion temporal database market is growing [22]. A
temporal database simplifies application development and deployment by pushing the management of temporal logic into database
engines. By adopting temporal technologies, the development cost
can be reduced by a factor of 10 [22]. This success has led major database vendors (including Oracle [46], IBM [34], and TeraData [53]) to provide support for multiversion temporal data.
We tackle a key challenge of multiversion databases: providing
good update performance and good query performance in a single
system. Transaction throughput and analytical query processing
often have conflicting requirements due to the high index maintenance cost for transactions. Our efficient index maintenance using Indirection makes indexes more “affordable,” substantially improving the available configuration choices. Our evaluation demonstrates a query cost reduction by a factor of 3 without an increase
in update cost. The batching of insertions using our LIDBlock technique can save up to 90% of the insertion time.
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There remain several open issues that we plan to address in future
work. One primary concern in multiversion databases is space. If
every version of a record is copied in full, the space needed to store
the database will grow dramatically. There is obvious potential to
compress records, taking advantage of commonality between old
and new record versions. Even so, the trade-offs are not straightforward. One does not want to burden transactions or queries on
current data with extensive compression/decompression tasks, so
a background process that leaves the current record uncompressed
but incrementally compresses the historical records may be a good
idea. Keeping many versions of a record on a common page may
help compression, but would be incompatible with other clustering
orders.

9.
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